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BULLETIN OF CHEMICAL REACTION ENGINEERING and CATALYSIS (ISSN 1978-2993), an 
electronic journal, provides a forum for publishing the novel technology related to chemical reaction engi-
neering and catalysis engineering.  
Scientific articles dealing with chemical reaction engineering, catalysis engineering, catalyst characteri-
zation, novel innovation of chemical reactor, etc. are particularly welcome. The journal encompasses re-
search articles, original research report, review articles, short communications, and scientific commentar-
ies in chemical reaction engineering and catalysis, including: fundamental of catalysis, fundamental of  
chemical reaction engineering, chemistry of catalyst, applied chemical reaction engineering, applied cataly-
sis, applied bio-catalysis, applied bio-reactor, chemical reactor design, catalyst regeneration, and industrial 
practice of catalysis and chemical reactor engineering. 
The articles should be submitted electronically in MS Word / OpenOffice file to Editorial Office email ( 
bcrec@undip.ac.id ) or through Online Submission at http://ejournal.undip.ac.id/index.php/bcrec. 
Please read the author guidelines before manuscript submission. 
AIMS AND SCOPE 
ABSTRACTING & INDEXING 
 
Bulletin of Chemical Reaction Engineering and Catalysis (ISSN 1978-2993)  has been covered by following indexing 
services: 
 
SCOPUS; EMBASE; Engineering Village; REAXYS; SCIRUS; CABI; EBSCOHOST—Academic Search Complete; 
Chemical Abstract Services; Google Scholar; UNDIP Institutional Repository; Directory of Open Access Journal 
(DOAJ);  University of Delaware Library ; OPEN J-GATE; Geneva Foundation for Medical Education and Research; 
Academic Resources; DMOZ Open Directory Project; RESEARCH GATE - Scientific Network ; SOCOLAR; NCSU Li-
braries; ALUMNI E-LIBRARY; Science Chemistry Publication Journals  
 
For detail please visit BCREC website: http://bcrec.undip.ac.id 
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